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Info

goddard View is an official publication of 
NaSa’s goddard Space Flight Center in 
greenbelt, maryland. goddard View showcas-
es people and achievements in the goddard 
community that support the center’s mission to 
explore, discover and understand our dynamic 
universe. goddard View is published by the 
goddard office of Communications.

You may submit story ideas to the editor at 
darrell.d.delarosa@nasa.gov. all contributions 
are subject to editing and will be published as 
space allows.

Climate Change Scientist Honored 
With Earth Science Award
Claire parkinson, goddard climate 
change senior scientist, received the 
William Nordberg memorial award in 
earth Science for decades of achieve-
ment in the field. She delivered a talk on 
climate change following the ceremony.

Goddard and Columbia University 
Sign Space Act Agreement

goddard and Columbia university 
signed a Space act agreement on 
may 29 to continue cooperation in 

earth science research. the goddard 
institute for Space Studies is located 

on the main campus of Columbia.

Internet Pioneer Visits Goddard
Vinton Cerf, widely considered one of 
the “fathers of the internet,” delivered 
the keynote address at goddard’s 
excellence in information Science and 
technology award ceremony. he spoke 
about the internet’s development as well 
as its evolution into the future.

Goddard Welcomes 
2015 Summer Interns

Nearly 400 students arrived at god-
dard on June 1 to begin their intern-

ships for the summer. the interns  
met with their mentors and were 

greeted by a message from Center 
Director Chris Scolese.

                                                   by Sarah Frazier

this year’s World Science Festival in New York City 
highlighted several projects from NaSa’s goddard 
Space Flight Center, including a dramatic new digital 

art installation that zooms in on vistas of the sun’s dancing 
surface.

Currently on permanent display at goddard’s visitor 
center, “Solarium” combines science and art to introduce 
people to the sun in a way they may never have seen 
before, fitting in with the festival’s mission of bringing sci-
ence to the public. people who have long thought of the 
sun as an unchanging point of light may be surprised to 
see its boiling surface, loops, flares and ejections. 

During the festival in may, the exhibit was shared at the 
Kimmel Center on the campus of New York university by 
genna Duberstein, lead producer of “Solarium,” and alex 
Young, associate director for science in goddard’s helio-
physics science division.

“people often don’t recognize that it is the sun,” said Du-
berstein. 

the impressive imagery was also of interest to some 
teachers at the festival. “Some teachers talked to me 
about how they were interested in science, technology, 
engineering, arts and mathematics – or Steam – educa-
tion,” Duberstein added. “they were really interested in 
how ‘Solarium’ fits into that.”

Young gave several talks with “Solarium” as a backdrop. 
“one of my talks was the last talk of the day, and it was 
packed,” Young said. “usually in that time slot, there aren’t 
many people.”

audience members asked him questions for almost an 
hour. “often the younger audience members ask the 
best questions, because they’re not self-conscious about 
asking something too basic,” he added. “Sometimes the 
simple-seeming questions are the most challenging to an-
swer, because we just take those things for granted.”

“Solarium” is the brainchild of Duberstein, Video producer 
Scott Wiessinger and Data Visualizer tom bridgman. us-
ing imagery from NaSa’s Solar Dynamics observatory, 
goddard producers created the time-lapse, immersive 
footage that pulls viewers right into the heart of the sun 
when they view “Solarium.” one minute of footage is the 
result of roughly 10 hours’ worth of work.

the exhibit has been installed in several venues and is 
site-specific, meaning it can be adapted for a variety of 
spaces. it has been presented on flat walls, curved walls 
and even on a bent wall, like at the visitor center. 

“Solarium” isn’t just imagery, though. accompanying the 
looping footage is a soundtrack also based on solar data. 
alexander Kosovichev, a solar scientist at Stanford uni-
versity, used Doppler data from the sun to create a deep, 
thrumming soundtrack to accompany “Solarium.” 

the exhibit will be installed later this year at museums in 
Virginia and louisiana. n

above: alex Young, associate director for science in god-
dard’s heliophysics science division, talks about helio-
physics in front of a “Solarium” backdrop at the World 
Science Festival in New York City.

photo credit: NaSa/linda Schenk
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goDDarD pioNeer JoiNS the raNKS
oF legeNDarY iNVeNtorS

by Cynthia o’Carroll

over the course of his career in private industry and at 
NaSa’s goddard Space Flight Center, george alcorn 
designed more than 30 inventions and received eight 

patents for his work. in may, the pioneering african-american 
physicist and engineer was inducted – along with 13 other 
inventors – into the National inventors hall of Fame during 
ceremonies at the Smithsonian american art museum and 
National portrait gallery in Washington, D.C. 

inductees must hold a u.S. patent that has contributed signifi-
cantly to the nation’s welfare and the advancement of science 
and useful arts.

alcorn was honored in the flight and explo-
ration category for leading a four-person 
team that invented the first X-ray imaging 
spectrometer, a device that allows scien-
tists to identify chemical elements using 
X-rays, via aluminum thermomigration – a 
small-scale manufacturing process. the 
device set the stage for significant chang-
es in deep space exploration methods.

alcorn and his brother Charles became 
interested in science technology while 
working in their father’s auto mechanic 
business. both went on to become accom-
plished physicists.

“my father was always my idol,” alcorn 
said. “i was impressed with his brilliance. 
he taught me that all obstacles in life 
could be overcome by hard work and determination. i applied 
this philosophy throughout my career.”

alcorn arrived at goddard in 1978 and held many leadership 
positions in research and administration over the next 34 
years. early on, he served as the deputy project manager of 
advanced development, leading teams that designed technol-
ogies for the space station Freedom – a project that eventually 
evolved into the international Space Station. alcorn later ran 
the goddard evolution program, which oversaw development 
and operations for the center’s future growth. he then led a 
space shuttle experiment that utilized robot operated material 
processing Systems. the experiment involved the manufac-
turing of material in the microgravity of space.

alcorn championed programs aimed at recruiting minorities 
and women to NaSa. in 1984, he was awarded the NaSa 
equal employment opportunity medal. 

in 1992, he served as the director of the goddard office of 
Commercial programs, encouraging the transfer of goddard’s 
aerospace devices and procedures to private industry for use 
in business, research and education. alcorn led the program 
that established NaSa‘s first technology incubator in balti-
more.

in 2010, he received the robert h. goddard award for merit 
for his outstanding innovation and significant accomplishments 
in space science and technology. the agency awarded him 
the NaSa exceptional Service medal in the same year. 

the institute for electrical and electronics 
engineers has honored him for his histori-
cal contributions to the fabrication of semi-
conductor devices by plasma.

Congress has also recognized alcorn’s 
work. in 2001, then-Del. Donna Christian-
Christensen, D-Virgin islands, gave him a 
special congressional recognition for help-
ing businesses in the island territory apply 
NaSa technology to their work. in 2003, 
Sen. Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif., acknowl-
edged his career during a celebration of 
black achievement.

along with his groundbreaking research, 
alcorn has made reaching out to students 
a priority. he taught physics and electrical 
engineering at howard university and the 
university of the District of Columbia, and 

he served as a visiting professor at other institutions.

For 17 years, he spent weekends teaching computer science 
and other subjects at the Saturday academy, a technology 
program that he helped start for gifted inner-city students in 
Washington, D.C. the program has since spread across the 
country.

alcorn has also received additional honors from howard and 
government executive magazine. he retired from NaSa in 
2012. n

Center: george alcorn (left), former goddard physicist and 
inventor of the X-ray imaging spectrometer, receives a medal 
during the National inventors hall of Fame’s 2015 induction 
ceremony.

photo credit: National inventors hall of Fame

many students often dream of becoming astronauts 
when they grow up, but in some instances it’s the 
students who are giving assistance to those float-

ing in space. the high School Students united With NaSa 
to Create hardware program is one such way that NaSa is 
engaging aspiring space explorers in the agency’s work on 
a beginner’s level that is both real and practical. 

an instructional partnership between NaSa and high and 
intermediate schools, huNCh works with students to 
design cost-effective hardware for the international Space 
Station and the training of astronauts. the program allows 
NaSa engineers to work one-on-one with students, en-
couraging the students to expand their learning beyond 
textbooks and traditional classrooms.

in may, NaSa’s goddard Space Flight Center welcomed 
huNCh students from five schools in maryland, New 
hampshire, New York and pennsylvania for an open 
house event. 

“the event provided participating huNCh teachers, 
students and their families the opportunity to see and 
experience this amazing NaSa facility,” said robert thate, 
program manager for huNCh at goddard.

the open house also gave students and their teachers 
a chance to showcase the projects they have completed 
under huNCh. During a gathering at the visitor center, the 
schools presented their designs for a single-storage locker 
assembly for the space station. they also laid out models 
for actuators, mechanical pencils and containment cham-
bers, all of which will support NaSa’s space and technol-

ogy ventures. in some cases, students will receive NaSa 
certifications for the development of training hardware.

“this project has built an understanding of engineering 
design for the students,” said mark harris, engineering 
instructor at the ulster board of Cooperative educational 
Services in New York state. “it has provided them with 
hands-on experience by creating, building and perfecting 
unfamiliar concepts and ideas.”

after additional presentations and demonstrations, stu-
dents toured different parts of the center, including the 
hardware machine shop, the James Webb Space tele-
scope clean room and the satellite servicing and capabili-
ties office. each stop on the tour included a talk given by a 
goddard engineer, technician or scientist.

the program is designed to be mutually beneficial. as 
students build hardware for NaSa, they also build interest 
in becoming future researchers. in addition, it shows stu-
dents that there are technical opportunities available once 
they begin their careers, and it gives them an understand-
ing of what it feels like to work in the real world. 

“huNCh provides a unique opportunity for teachers and 
students to ground their educational efforts into an inspira-
tional reality,” said thate. n

above: huNCh students and an instructor from Council 
rock high School South in pennsylvania present their 
project designs during a goddard open house event.

photo credit: NaSa/goddard/bill hrybyk

by Jacqueline lofton

haViNg a huNCh: goDDarD hoStS             
NeXt geNeratioN oF SpaCe eXplorerS
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gpm aND Data ValiDatioN: miSSioN       turNS publiC iNto CitizeN SCieNtiStS  

every morning at 7, andrew Welch wakes up, cooks 
breakfast and checks the rain gauge sitting on a 
5-foot post in his backyard. he writes down the mea-

surement, sends his kid off to school and then heads to 
his job as a structural engineer.

Welch is a citizen scientist. around the world, hundreds 
of citizen scientists like him are collecting precipitation 
measurements from the ground that are useful for NaSa’s 
global precipitation measurement international satellite 
mission.

led by NaSa and the Japan aerospace exploration agen-
cy, gpm provides rain and snow observations around the 
globe every three hours. its data will improve our under-
standing of water and energy cycles and extreme weather 
events such as hurricanes, monsoons and droughts.

to produce high-quality precipitation data, scientists need 
ground measurements to help validate the satellite’s ob-
servations. to this end, gpm is engaging the public – from 
schoolchildren to retirees to science fanatics – in its work 
through citizen science projects.

Validating Precipitation Estimates With CoCoRaHS

Since the beginning of winter, Welch has been participat-
ing in a citizen science project called the Community Col-
laborative rain, hail and Snow Network, which provides 
valuable ground data on rain and snow. CoCorahS is a 
nonprofit, community-based network that strives to mea-

sure and map precipitation in all 50 states and parts of 
Canada. 

participants measure the number of inches of precipitation 
collected in cylindrical rain gauges during a 24-hour period 
and submit the data to an online database. interested par-
ties, including gpm scientists, can access the database 
for their own applications to see how much precipitation 
was collected in a particular region.

“CoCorahS observers are eyes on the ground,” said tif-
fany moisan, research scientist at NaSa’s Wallops Flight 
Facility in Wallops island, Virginia. in January, she started 
a three-month gpm CoCorahS campaign on the Del-
marva peninsula, which consists of most of Delaware and 
parts of maryland and Virginia. more than 100 individuals 
of all ages participated in the Delmarva campaign.
 
“this project is a simple way to help NaSa scientists 
validate precipitation estimates made using ground and 
space-based radar instruments and get more data points,” 
moisan added.

For instance, network participants can help scientists 
discern the type of precipitation that is falling, whether it is 
wet snow, light rainfall or a mixture of the two. Scientists 
can cross-reference the volunteer-supplied reports with 
satellite data and in the process improve the computer 
programs used to interpret the data and assign precipita-
tion types.

“the broad coverage of the CoCorahS dataset nation-
wide will be helpful for validating satellite data on large 
precipitation events such as snowstorms or hurricanes,” 
said Walt petersen, deputy project scientist for the gpm 
ground Validation program, which provides ground and 
airborne precipitation datasets that support physical vali-
dation of satellite-based precipitation data.

his team hopes to make more frequent use of the Co-
CorahS measurements to compare daily accumulated 
rainfall or the occurrence of snowfall to the estimates 
produced from gpm satellite data. 

GLOBE Enables Learning in the Classroom

gpm also partnered with the global learning and obser-
vations to benefit the environment program to turn primary 
and secondary schools into citizen scientist labs. the 
gpm-globe campaign, which took place from the winter 
until the spring, taught students how scientists use ground 
measurements to validate satellite precipitation data.

every school day at lunchtime, Debbie lieberman selects 
a few of her fourth graders to measure the amount of 
precipitation collected in the class’s rain gauge at glenelg 
Country School in ellicott City, maryland.

“they love it and learn a lot,” lieberman said, who incor-
porated the gpm-globe program in her lesson plan on 
weather. “Students have learned what precipitation occurs 
with particular types of clouds.”

participating students learned how to make observations 
using a rain gauge, analyze the data for trends, and com-
pare it to other locations around the world and to satellite 
data. the gpm team also offered webinars for teachers 
explaining the importance of ground validation. 

For the first two months of the campaign, 196 schools —
from 20 states and 29 other countries — submitted pre-
cipitation data. 

“the purpose of the globe data is to educate students 
about precipitation science and the scientific process,” 
said Kristen Weaver, education specialist and campaign 
coordinator for gpm at NaSa’s goddard Space Flight 
Center.

“it’s been a really great connection from the classroom to 
what’s happening outside,” added lieberman. n

above, left: Citizen scientists with the Community Col-
laborative rain, hail and Snow Network stand with gpm 
scientists Walt petersen (far left), Jackson tan (third from 
right) and tiffany moisan (far right). photo credit: NaSa/
Jen Campbell

above, right: Students in Debbie lieberman’s fourth-grade 
class at glenelg Country School in ellicott City, maryland, 
measure and document the precipitation collected in a rain 
gauge as part of the global learning and observations 
to benefit the environment program. photo credit: Debbie 
lieberman

                                                   by Kasha patel
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Former miSS ameriCa
WalKS the goDDarD ruNWaY

growing up as an indian-american in the midwest, 
Nina Davuluri constantly faced questions about her 
heritage from classmates. She remembered when 

her mother told her to limit discussion of her background, 
because some people wouldn’t understand. 

Fast-forward to 2014 and Davuluri is crowned miss ameri-
ca as the representative from New York, becoming the first 
person of South asian descent to win the competition. She 
said those memories from her childhood made winning 
miss america even more meaningful. 

“it ultimately wasn’t about me,” she said. “it was about 
being able to reach out to that young girl who i knew was 
watching miss america the night i won, and for her to 
finally say, ‘this year, miss america looks like me.’”

Davuluri visited NaSa’s goddard Space Flight Center in 
may in celebration of asian-pacific american heritage 
month. She used the visit, co-sponsored by goddard’s 
asian pacific american advisory Committee and its ex-
ploring leadership Colloquia series, to bring attention to 
two of her platforms: celebrating diversity through cultural 
competency and promoting fields related to science, tech-
nology, engineering and mathematics – or Stem. 

Davuluri told her story to a goddard crowd and fielded 
questions about cultural understanding, Stem and her 
own future. 

an audience member asked how to better engage minority 
women in Stem fields, especially during group projects. 
Davuluri admitted she had struggled with being comfort-
able speaking out and collaborating in groups. “i come 
from a very individualistic society, and by that i mean there 
weren’t a lot of group engagement activities that i did 
when i was younger,” she said.

She praised organizations like girls Who Code, a series of 
clubs that teach computing skills, for encouraging girls to 
make themselves heard and engage in Stem fields. 

Davuluri also addressed the difficulty of telling her parents 
she didn’t want to go to medical school, deviating from a 
career path common among many indian-americans. She 
suggested that parents help their children discover their 
passions and see what careers can come out of their inter-
ests. “more than anything, parents need to be encouraging 
of what their children want to do,” Davuluri said. “if you 
love what you’re doing, you will be successful at it.”

later in the day, Davuluri toured the goddard campus with 
rich barney, senior champion for apaaC. Davuluri was 
interested in seeing how spaceflight hardware is tested as 
well as how NaSa is working to achieve employee diver-
sity. “She was very excited about the tour,” barney said. 
“She came by herself with her phone, which she constant-
ly gave to us to take pictures of her with different things.”

in the transitional period after her yearlong reign as miss 
america, Davuluri is getting her life back. this includes 
picking a graduate school to pursue an advanced degree 
in international relations. She hopes to one day become 
the u.S. ambassador to india.

She asked a lot of questions during her tour about NaSa’s 
international collaborations and how her work fit in with 
what the agency is doing. “She has a keen interest in 
NaSa, and she is really an example for how to face chal-
lenges and accomplish things,” barney said. n

above: Nina Davuluri, the winner of miss america 2014, 
poses in front of goddard’s high-capacity centrifuge.

photo credit: NaSa/goddard/Debora mcCallum

                                                   by Katy mersmann

                                goDDarD CommemorateS                                     
memorial DaY With meDal oF hoNor reCipieNt

With many of the center’s own military veterans in 
attendance, Kyle J. White, a former u.S. army 
sergeant and medal of honor recipient, spoke at 

NaSa’s goddard Space Flight Center as part of its obser-
vance of memorial Day.

the event, organized by goddard’s exploring leadership 
Colloquia series and its Veterans advisory Committee, 
provided a heroic perspective on teamwork and leader-
ship. White, who retired from the army in 2011, is the first 
medal of honor recipient to speak at the center.

president barack obama awarded White the medal of 
honor – the nation’s highest military decoration – at a 
White house ceremony on may 13, 2014. “We pay tribute 
to a soldier who embodies the courage of his generation,” 
obama said during the presentation.

Judy bruner, goddard’s director of safety and mission 
assurance and senior champion for the Veterans ad-
visory Committee, introduced White and described his 
courageous actions while serving in operation endur-
ing Freedom in afghanistan. on Nov. 9, 2007, the then 
20-year-old, despite suffering from his own injuries, aided 
his wounded comrades and radioed situational reports 
during a three-pronged enemy ambush in the mountainous 
Nuristan province.

“Whatever i did that day, it never felt like i was accom-
plishing anything,” White said of his actions. “i was just 
doing my job.” he said he’s certain his fellow soldiers 
would have done the exact same thing if their roles were 
reversed.

White’s takeaways and impressions about teamwork and 
leadership have translated to his civilian life and corporate 
job in Charlotte, North Carolina.

he attested to the importance of teamwork in the army. 
“You’re only as strong as your weakest link,” he said. 
likewise, the strength of a team can determine success or 
failure in a work setting, denoting the importance of having 
a strong team that everyone feels they are a part of, ac-
cording to White.

he also credits his outlook on leadership to several of the 
army’s teachings. “it’s better to take the hard right than 
the easy left,” he said, encouraging NaSa employees to 
embrace challenges head on as opposed to taking the 
easy way out.

in addition, he describes a good leader, on the battle-
field or in the workplace, as someone whom others find 
approachable and who is also adaptable to changing         
situations. 

“his message is one we can all try and live up to,” Center 
Director Chris Scolese said during his closing remarks. 
“it’s motivation for how we can do better and perform 
when things don’t go how we expect them to.”

While memorial Day pays tribute to those who lost their 
lives in service to their country, White said he remembers 
his fallen comrades every day. he always wears a brace-
let inscribed with their names. White refers to them as his 
heroes. 

“i’ve been given a second chance, while they made the 
ultimate sacrifice that day,” he said. n

above: medal of honor recipient Kyle J. White recounts 
his experiences in afghanistan and shares lessons on 
teamwork and leadership.

photo credit: NaSa/goddard/bill hrybyk
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Walk around the NaSa goddard Child Development 
Center and you’ll see young caretakers of the 
environment at work. Students turn off the lights 

when they’re not in use. they routinely place recyclable 
items into appropriate bins. During the spring, each class-
room plants and tends to its own garden.

over the past two years, gCDC has engaged in a continu-
ous effort to integrate environmental education and man-
agement practices into its curriculum. in addition to post-
ing numerous signs that promote conservation, the school 
teaches students how to make art out of reusable products 
and takes them on walking field trips to learn about envi-
ronmentally responsible transportation.

“We believe that sustainable practices such as recycling, 
energy conservation and gardening are concepts that 
even very young children can learn,” said Syretha Storey, 
gCDC director. “they can use their knowledge to influ-
ence others to do the same.”

in may, gCDC was officially named a green School by 
the maryland green School program. Founded in 1999 
and administered by the maryland association for environ-

mental and outdoor education, the program recognizes 
schools that demonstrate commitment to the systemic 
sustainability of the environment, encourage students to 
lead sustainability practices, and partner with community 
organizations in conservation-type projects.

“We felt that becoming a green School would not only 
reduce our school’s environmental footprint, but also help 
us to shape the habits of our students in ways that will last 
long after leaving our school,” added Storey. 

green Schools benefit from partnerships with maeoe’s 
green Centers – facilities honored for efforts in environ-
mental education – and green leaders who help make 
communities more sustainable. the recognition also helps 
gCDC fulfill the maryland Department of education’s envi-
ronmental literacy requirements. n

above: Students at the NaSa goddard Child Development 
Center tend to a native plant garden in the schoolyard. 
habitat restoration has become a key component of the 
school’s environmental curriculum.

photo credit: NaSa goddard Child Development Center

by trena Ferrell

gCDC goeS greeN: 
CeNter oFFiCiallY NameD a greeN SChool

emploYee
Spotlight
goddard is pleased to welcome these 
new employees to the NaSa community.

patrick ryan

Code 830, Quality Safety 
Systems manager

Why goddard?: 
opportunity to be a part of 
NaSa again.

hobbies/interests: family, 
woodworking, cycling

Joan tsai

Code 157.2, Student 
trainee (accounting and 
budget)

Why goddard?: a 
great challenge and an 
exciting experience.

hobbies/interests: 
swimming, movies, 
jigsaw puzzles, 
photography

Sarah roth

Code 820, Student 
trainee (engineering)

Why goddard?: i wanted 
the job satisfaction that 
comes from meaningful 
work. NaSa fulfills that 
desire.

hobbies/interests: 
running, music, 
outdoors, reading, good 
conversation

axel garcia-burgos

Code 564, Student 
trainee (engineering)

Why goddard?: one of 
my goals is to become 
a systems engineer/
scientist. goddard is the 
best place to start my 
career toward that goal.

hobbies/interests: piano, 
foreign languages, 
skydiving, traveling

Samantha Kilgore

Code 500, lead 
Secretary

Why goddard?: the 
culture and working 
environment are 
unparalleled.

hobbies/interests: 
photography, hiking, 
boating, motorcycles

tom hayes

Code 221, general 
engineer - Directorate 
planner

Why goddard?: NaSa 
is the crown jewel of 
facilities. What engineer 
wouldn’t want to work at 
NaSa?

hobbies/interests: 
hiking, backpacking

margaret h. Samuels

Code 562, pathways 
intern; parts, packaging, 
and assembly tech 
office

Why goddard?: people 
change the world here.

hobbies/interests: 
jazz, theatre, science 
education for girls, 
baking vegan cupcakes

S ince its founding in 1945, Wallops Flight Facility has 
launched rockets and scientific balloons, as well as 
managed aircraft, in support of science and explora-

tion missions worldwide. in 1981, Wallops became a part 
of the goddard family and has since been instrumental 
in implementing NaSa’s suborbital research programs. 
today, Wallops continues to meet the needs of the agency 
and the country’s aerospace industry.

on Saturday, June 27, Wallops will celebrate the 70th 
anniversary of its first-ever launch with a free open house 
event from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. the day will include flight 
demonstrations, aircraft displays, special presentations, 
children’s activities, music and entertainment, exhibits 
from NaSa centers, and more. a free 5K run/walk at 8 
a.m. will precede the open house. Click here for more 
information and a schedule of events. n

WallopS CelebrateS 70 YearS With opeN houSe
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Scott glubke, an engineer at NaSa’s goddard 
Space Flight Center, enjoys designing, building 
and controlling spacecraft. Since the mid-1990s, 

he has applied many of these same techniques to en-
gineering craft beer during his off-hours.

“When you design and build something for space, you 
have to follow an engineering process to make sure 
that what you design will meet your requirements and 
work in space,” said glubke, chief engineer for the 
goddard mission engineering Systems and analysis 
Division. “brewing also has a little bit of that formal 
design and control process.”

glubke enjoys the 
formality inherent in the 
process of making beer. 
the challenge for him 
is controlling flavor by 
developing and following 
his own recipes.

he is an extract brewer. 
he uses a combination 
of processed malt and 
other raw ingredients, 
such as specialty grains 
and hops, giving him 
enough flexibility to 
adjust the resulting beer, 
yet requiring less time 
and equipment than if he 
used all the raw ingredi-
ents. he especially likes 
“hoppy beer,” a type of beer which he has individual-
ized by using the characteristics of the hops to adjust 
the bitterness, flavor and aroma.

on brew day, it takes glubke about four hours to brew 
from start to finish. after brewing, he puts the wort, or 
unfermented beer, in a primary fermenter, a big con-
tainer with an air lock, for about 5 to 7 days. he then 
moves the beer to a secondary container for about 2 
to 6 weeks to allow the yeast and other particulates to 
settle at the bottom, clarifying the beer.

glubke uses both bottles and kegs to complete the 
carbonation process. For bottled beer, he ages the 
beer in the bottle for about 1 to 3 months, depending 
on the style. For kegs, he only ages the beer for about 
a week because the forced carbonation speeds up the 
process.

“i have a bar at home with up to two of my own beers 
on tap,” said glubke. “it’s great for entertaining and 
sharing the results of my hard work.”

many years ago, as part of a special gift for a friend, 
glubke began developing his own unique recipes. With 
the help of a very creative friend, glubke created the 
rocket Science brewing Company. the two developed 
a special beer recipe and unique label for the birth of 
his friend’s first child. the label included the baby’s 
name and birthdate. 

When glubke got married, he crafted two new beer 
recipes and his friend designed labels, which glubke 

and his new wife of-
fered as wedding favors. 
glubke and his friend 
have also created new 
recipes and labels for the 
birth of both of glubke’s 
two sons and, most 
recently, for his father-in-
law’s 70th birthday. 

“individualizing a new 
beer and label is fun,” 
said glubke. “if i have 
a special occasion, i’ll 
make a special beer and 
a special label.”

ten years ago, glubke 
started goddard’s home 
brew beer club, which 

currently has about 60 members – a mix of brewers 
and those who just appreciate good craft beer. the 
club also offers classes and hosts the home brew and 
crab feast every fall.

“We’re called the zymurnauts,” said glubke. “i merged 
‘zymurgy,’ the study of fermentation, with ‘astronauts’ 
and came up with ‘zymurnauts.’”

“Some people make cookies to share with other peo-
ple,” added glubke. “i like to make unique craft beer 
for other people using my own recipes and hope they 
say that it is really good.” n

Center: Scott glubke serves up his own craft beer at 
his home bar.
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